Abstract: Based on Konishi et al.'s reaserch achievement, a modified coupled map (CM) car-following model referring to the OV function of multiple preceding vehicles is proposed to study the effect of multiple preceding vehicles on the propagation characteristic of traffic flow wave. According to the theory of linear systems, the stability conditions of traffic flow when the speed of the leading car changed are obtained and the research results are compared with previous studies. Numerical simulation shows that the modified CM model can improve traffic flow stability, and the traffic jam can be more effectively suppressed is better than the traditional CM model.
Introduction
With the rapid economic development, traffic congestion is being concerned. In order to explore the internal mechanism of traffic jams, many scholars proposed lots of traffic flow models. In 1995, Bando et al. [1] proposed to optimize speed (OV) model which can describe the actual traffic phenomena. Coupled map (CM) -following model [2] is a discrete version of the OV model, which can reveal the movement rule of traffic flow, and also research congestion suppression problem. In 1999, based on the CM-following model, Konishi et al. [3] proposed congestion delayed feedback control method to achieve control of the running vehicles, the simulation results demonstrate its effectiveness. In 2006, Zhao et al. [4] proposed a vehicle's speed difference information method on the basic of Konishi et al.'s method, which has more simple form, and numerical simulations show that suppression performance of congestion was better than the literature [3] . In 2007, Han et al. [5] introduced the traffic guidance information into CM model, the considered car can more timely and accurate obtain its ahead traffic conditions, and take timely measures to control the speed for stability of traffic jam and suppression traffic congestion. In 2009, Shen et al [6] studied the influence of the feedback signal about the relative speed information between the considered car and the nearest dual front vehicle affect the stability of traffic flow, simulation results show that congestion suppression strategy can significantly improve congestion condition.
However, the congestion suppression studies mentioned above based on CM car-following model just consider the vehicle's running state information in feedback control method, which donot improve the CM car-following model. The results show that modified CM car-following model can enhance the stability of traffic flow, and the multiple preceding vehicles' position information also improve stability of traffic flow [7] . Therefore, based on Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) provides guidance information, a new CM-following model considering multiple vehicles' headway information is proposed. The simulation results are compared with the previous results. 
Modified CM car-following model
In this paper, we first give the modified CM following model. The motion equations of the preceding car is described as follows:
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where 0 () xn is the position of the leading vehicle at time t = nT, 0 (0) x is the leading vehicle's initial position and 0 v is its velocity which is a constant, T is the sampling interval.
The motion equations of following vehicle i is described as
(1)()(). where the parameters are consistent with that of the literature [3] .
Stability analysis
The initial condition is consistent with that of the literature [3] .The dynamic behaviour of the i-th vehicle can be given as In order to analyze the stability of the system (6), a perturbation model near steady state of the system(6) is given by using perturbation method. After the ith vehicle is disturbed, it can eliminate the influence of the disturbance, and restore the steady state. The process can be seen as the stability problem of the disturbed system(6) .
The transfer function G from This condition is a necessary and sufficient condition to keep system (9) to be stable. From Figure 3 (a), we find that there is no oscillating behavior and traffic jam, and the degree of traffic congestion is the smallest, thus the traffic system can back to no congestion state in a shortest time, compared with those in Figures 1(a) and 2(a). Figures 1(b), 2(b) and 3(b) show the temporal velocity behavior of the first, 25th, and 50th vehicles according to Figures 1(a) , 2(a) and 3(a) respectively. In Figure 1(b) , it is found that traffic jam occurs without any control signal, and the transient behavior of each vehicle propagates backward with the increase of its amplitude. From Figures 2(b) and 3(b) , it is obvious that the vehicles are moving smoothly as the headway information is introduced in the CM car following model. However, the amplitude of speed fluctuation in our model is smaller than that in the model of Ge et al. These simulation results show that the stability performance of our model on traffic flow is better than those of the two previous models.
Conclusions
In this paper, a new CM car following model is proposed by considering multiple preceding car's headways. The stability of the model is investigated, which can better reflect the characteristics of the traffic flow in the modern traffic flow, and can effectively suppress the traffic congestion caused by the preceding car's disturbance, and improve the stability of the traffic flow.
